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57) ABSTRACT 

There is shown the preforming of walls and floor slabs 
as a stack wherein the walls of each story are con 
nected to the next floor slab thereabove by lift pick-up 
cables spaced along the to be top edge of each wall. 
Lift apparatus forming no part of the building is pro 
vided for attaching lift fixtures to elements cast in the 
edges of the floor slabs. The lift apparatus includes 
pairs of columns as necessary supporting a reposition 
able upward bridge therebetween having lifting jacks 
operating lift rods connected with the floor slabs 
below by the removable lift fixtures. The whole stack 
is lifted and starting with the first floor the ceiling slab 
lifts the walls therebelow which swing out and are 

a guided into position under the slab thereabove and be 
come load bearing walls. Successive like lifts are made 
to position the respective ceiling slabs and load bear 
ing walls. Suitable vertically aligned apertures are 
formed in the walls and slabs above for installation of 
reinforcing rods. 

7. Claims, 18 Drawing Figures 
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FIG. 5 
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FIG. 6 FIG. 
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1. 

METHOD OF AND MEANS FOR MULTI-STORY 
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION . 

1. Field of the Invention 
An on site erected structure consisting of sets of hori 

zontally cast walls connected by lift pick-up cables to a 
ceiling slab cast thereabove and externally erected lift 
means. The stack of cast sets are lifted as a whole and 
the lowest most ceiling slab lifts the walls attached 
therebelow that each swing simultaneously outward 
and are plumbed into position as load bearing walls fol 
lowed by successive lifts to position the ceiling or floor 
slabs and their walls after which reinforcing rods are 
grouted in aligned vertical apertures cast in the walls 
and slabs. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
Buildings have been erected by forming floor slabs 

one upon the other at ground level with spaced apart. 
vertical columns extending up through the floors and 
lifting apparatus applied to the columns that are par 
tially formed as the slabs are raised into position and 
completion of the pouring of the columns takes place 
as the lifting of the floors progresses such as shown in 
U.S. Pat. No. 1,066.436. In U.S. Pat. 2,720,017 the col 
umns are set completely in place and the lifting gear, 
placed on their tops to lift floor slabs cast one above the 
other with lift collars about the columns cast with each 
floor. 
There have also been precast walls and floors in the 

same plane and connected together by hinge members. 
The units are lifted by crane into position with the walls 
hinging on their hinge members downward and inward 
such as in U.S. Pat. Nos. 3,494,092 and 3,727,157. 
Danish Pat. No. 82,772 of 1957 shows forming walls or 
column elements in horizontal position under a slab on 
a scaffold and letting the walls or column elements 
hinge down into position or forming the walls or col 
umn elements on the ground or a floor and casting a 
floor slab thereabove and connecting them by a thin 
steel band that acts as a hinge. There is no lifting gear 
disclosed. The disclosure seems to be to individual 
houses and separate stories of buildings. A translation 
of the patent appears to say that the invention is to 
avoid referred to larger or smaller lifting-gear and 
cranes together with the work associated with them. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
An object of the invention is to provide a building by 

self-erecting walls precast in a horizontal position on a 
floor or casting bed, casting a ceiling slab thereabove to 
which the walls are hangingly connected by pick-up ca 
bles and lifting the slab while swinging the walls out 
wardly with their bottom ends sliding along the floor 
below thereby adding to stabilization of the self-erec 
tion. 
Another object of the invention is to provide for 

erecting successively cast sets of load bearing walls 
connected to ceiling slabs cast thereabove into a multi 
story building and adding to the stability of the erected 
building by installing vertical reinforcing rods in cast in 
aligned apertures in the walls and ceiling slabs. 
A further object of the invention is to provide over 

load protection for each lifting fixture by lifting in se 
quence each successive lower slab of a stack of sets of 
slabs and connected walls allowing separation of slab 
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and its walls to occur at the initial part of a lift of the 
stack. - 

Yet another object of the invention is to provide lift 
fixtures to be detachably attached to the slabs of a 
stack of sets of slabs and walls and to each other fixture 
that can be removed in sequence from the bottom slab 
after it has been lifted and lowered onto its connected 
supporting walls. 

Still another object of the invention is to provide lift 
ing apparatus for sets of slabs and connected walls in a 
stack that has pairs of externally positioned columns 
supporting a bridge member and lift jacks thereon that 
is repositionable upward for making successive lifts 
after connecting and disconnecting lift rods from the 

15 jacks to lift fixtures provided for the respective succes 
sive stacked slabs. 
Another object of the invention is to provide stabili 

zation in lifting a stack of sets of ceiling slabs and con 
nected support walls by installing temporary pairs of 
erecting columns, installing a bridge member between 
the pairs of columns and temporarily securing it in a 
stabilizing manner in successive lift positions and ap 
plying a stabilizer between a lifted ceiling or floor slab 
and the adjacent column. - 
A further object of the invention is to provide a con 

nection between a horizontally precast wall on a floor 
and a ceiling slab cast thereabove consisting of a piece 
of cable that is formed with a loop at its lower end cast 
in the wall's top edge with the loop lying in a plane ex 
tending transverse to the top edge of the wall and ex 
tending the ends of the cable upward for casting into 
the ceiling slab adjacent its edge in such a position that 
the top edge of the wall aligns to support the edge of 
the slab above and there is a spacing of approximately 
% to % inch between the slab and the hanging wall as 
the slab is lifted, The support by the cable is from the 
leg end thereof that is positioned nearer the edge of the 
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slab and extends down to its loop portion therebelow 
during the first part of the swing of the wall outwardly 
to about a 45 inclination, then the support of the wall 
shifts to the other leg of the cable and to its portion of 
the loop directly therebelow whereby breaking and 
spauling of the concrete is avoided. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
For a more complete understanding of the nature and 
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scope of the invention reference is had to the drawings, 
the description and the claims that follow. 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a typical ground floor 
slab having cast thereon the necessary to be lifted and 
swung into position supporting walls with their ceiling 
slab thereabove to which they are attached along their 
to be top edges by pick-up cables cast therein illustra 
tive for a three story building, the top-most ceiling slab 
being fragmentally shown; 
FIG. 2 is a fragmentary perspective view of the edge 

of a floor and/or ceiling slab with a lift attaching mem 
ber cast therein and a recess therebelow in the lower 
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face at the slab edge both for receiving and attaching a 
lift fixture; - 
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of the three story build 

ing with lifting apparatus in position, the supporting 
walls for the third story being swung into position as 
their ceiling slab to which they are attached by pick-up 
cables is lifted into position and precast wall panels 
ready for lift by a crane to fill the void wall spaces; 
FIG. 4 is a cross sectional fragmentary side view of 

the ground floor slab, the horizontally cast supporting 
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walls connected by cast in pick-up cables to their ceil 
ing slabs thereabove and a side view of the lift attaching 
members cast in the slabs with the lift fixtures attached; 
FIG. 5 is a left hand end view of FIG. 4 showing the 

attached lift fixtures and their connection with each 
other for successive pick-up from top fixture on down; 
FIG. 6 is a view similar to FIG. 4 showing the initia 

tion of the lift with the ceiling slabs and their support 
ing walls successively peeled-off and separated starting 
with the top most ceiling slab and its attached walls; 
FIG. 7 is a side view of a vertical support column 

whose lower end is secured to a foundation support, 
one end of a bridge member hoisted into position by a 
hand winch and secured to the column, a lifting jack on 
the bridge and a lift rod attached to the lift fixtures, the 
slabs and walls having been peeled-off beginning with 
the roof slab and then separating each slab and its sup 
porting wall in sequence; 
FIG. 8 is a view similar to FIG. 7 showing the first 

floor support walls swinging slowly outwardly towards 
their vertical supporting position as the lift progresses 
and an aperture in the wall and in its ceiling slab above 
is typically shown ready to receive a stabilizing pin 
which will be replaced by permanent reinforcing rods; 
FIG. 9 is similar to FIG. 8 showing the first floor sup 

porting walls supporting their ceiling slab which has its 
lift fixture removed and a stabalizer installed between 
the ceiling slab and the column and separating wedges 
in position between the respective ceiling slabs; 
FIG. 10 is similar to FIG. 9 showing the bridge having 

been hoisted to its next upward position and secured to 
the column and the second floor supporting walls being 
swung outwardly into load bearing position as the lift 
ing continues; 
FIG. 11 is similar to FIG. 10 the second story walls 

are now in load bearing position supporting their ceil 
ing slab whose lift fixture has been removed and a stabi 
lizer member installed between the second story ceiling 
slab and the column; 
FIG. 12 is similar to FIG. 11 showing the bridge 

hoisted to its next lift position and secured to the col 
umn and the roof slab which is the third story ceiling 
slab being lifted with its load bearing walls being swung 
outwardly; 
FIG. 13 is a view similar to FIG. 12 with the third 

story ceiling slab in position supported by its load bear 
ing walls, the top lift fixture has been detached and the 
temporary stabilizers are removed and the lift appara 
tus is ready to be dismantled and moved to another site; 
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FIG. 14a is a fragmentary showing of a floor slab and 50 
its attached wall and the lift pick-up cable at start of 
lift; 
FIG. 14b shows the wall swung outward about 45, 

installation of sealing material and the relatively small 
spacing between wall and supporting slab and the shift 
in cable portion support; 
FIG, 14c shows the wall having been laterally aligned 

and in load bearing position under the edge of the slab; 
FIG. 15 is a showing of the erected walls and slabs 

and the aligned apertures formed in the walls and slabs 
with seismic reinforcement grouted in place; and 
FIG. 16 is a showing of a form that the stabilizer be 

tween slab and erecting column may take; 
DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 
In FIG, 1 a typical ground floor slab 10 has been pro 

vided on suitable foundations and in the illustration it 
extends outward to provide foundation supports for 
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4. 
Vertical support columns to be described. A ground 
floor slab could extend only to the perimeter of the 
walls of the building and separate foundations would 
then be provided for each vertical support column. On 
the ground floor slab or casting bed 10 are successively 
cast load bearing walls and their ceiling slabs. A sepa 
rating layer of bond-preventing material (not shown) is 
placed on the top of the ground floor slab 10. Suitable 
forms (not shown) are provided on the ground floor 
slab for first story walls 11a, 12a, 13a and 14a to be 
poured similar to the third story walls 11c, 12c, 13c and 
14c showing in FIG. 1. As many full or partial length 
perimeter load-bearing structural walls are precast as 
geometry will allow. There is placed within the forms 
unglazed windows 15, whose frames are of a wall thick 
ness. Also placed in the forms are reinforcing steel, 
electric rough-in and possible plumbing (all not 
shown). Lift pick-up cables 16 are cast in the walls and 
project along their to be top edge at spaced apart posi 
tions. They are formed with a loop at their lower end 
that passes around securing and reinforcing bars 17, 
see FIG. 4 and 5, and the two ends extend out to be cast 
in the ceiling slab thereabove to be described: Greased 
rods (not shown) are placed in the walls in their to be 
vertical direction and removed 2 to 3 hours after the 
concrete is cast. These provide apertures such as typi 
cally shown at 18 in FIG. 8 and as illustrated in FIG. 15 
to receive reinforcing rods that are later installed be 
tween walls and floors and grouted in. FIG. 8 shows a 
temporary holding pin 48 inserted through a hole in the 
ceiling slab that is in alignment with the aperture 18. 
After overnight curing the wall forms are removed and 
used again. Any voids between the walls such as at 19, 
see FIG. 1, are filled with like interior load-bearing 
pickup walls or waste material such as soil and perhaps 
finished with a thin waste-slab of concrete. 
A separating layer of bond-preventing material (not 

shown) is placed over the cured first story walls. The 
ceiling slab for the first story is next to be cast over the 
first story now cured walls. A slab perimeter form (not 
shown) overhanging the wall edges is installed. The pe 
rimeter overhang, see at 20 in FIG. 1, is at least the 
width of the load bearing wall cast below whose to be 
top edge will support the ceiling slab, underneath this 
overhanging portion. The projecting ends of the pick 
up cables 16 are placed in position within the forms for 
the ceiling slab. Also lift attaching members. 21 such as 
U-bolts, see FIG. 2, are placed in the form and their 
threaded ends project out from the edge of the ceiling 
slab 22 for the first story, see FIGS. 1 and 2. Just below 
the lift attaching member 21, the form is provided with 
a filler block (not shown) so as to form a recess 22a ex 
tending in from the edge of the slab at its bottom face. 
The lift attaching member 21 and the recess 22a, see 
FIGS. 4 and 5, receive a web of an angle bar on a lift. 
fixture to be described. Instead of the U-shaped bolt 
21, two L-shaped members could be cast in the slab 
with the legs threaded and projecting spaced apart at 
the edge of the slab to receive the lift fixtures. 
Referring to FIGS. 1 and 3 and the other applicable 

figures the next two stories above have their sets of sup 
porting walls and ceiling slabs likewise cast and con 
nected. The walls are respectively numbered 11a, 12a, 
13a and 14.a for the first story. The second story walls 
are numbered 11b, 12b, 13b and 14b and as noted 
above the third story walls are respectively 11c, 12c, 
13c and 14c. The first story ceiling slab as indicated 
above is 22, the second story ceiling slab is 23 and the 
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third story ceiling slab or roof slab is 24. Ceiling slab 22 
is the floor slab for the second story and ceiling slab 23 
is the floor slab for the third floor. 
After the erection as will hereinafter be described the 

void wall spaces are filled by separately cast wall slabs 
indicated in the piles 25 and 26. These are lifted and set 
in place by a separate crane. 
The matter of erecting the building and lifting into 

position the designated ceiling slabs and their load 
bearing walls will be described. On the ground floor 
slab there is provided foundation supports 10a for the 
vertical support columns 27. These columns are about 
three feet longer than the total height of the building. 
For the particular three story building to be erected 
three pairs of temporary support columns 27 are placed 
on their support foundations 10a and secured by hold 
down bolts and grouting (not shown). Each column has 
a one ton hand operated winch 28 installed near its 
lower end. This is for hoisting the cross bridges 29 into 
their successive lift positions above the pile of cast slabs 
and their load bearing connected walls to be swung out 
Wardly into position during the lifting operation. Each 
winch has a cable 28a that is led up the column and 
over sheaves 28b mounted at the top of the column and 
then down to where it is secured to the cross bridge 29. 
The number of pairs of support columns 27 and the 
center-to-center spacing between the three pairs is a 
function of the separate jack or separate lift means ca 
pacity and convenience. Each bridge 29 is bifurcated at 
its ends to receive the columns 27 and be guided 
thereby in their sliding engagement with the columns. 
Means are provided at fixed points along the columns 
for supporting the cross bridge for one lift per each 
ceiling slab or floors. A connection shown is provided 
by having through apertures through which is inserted 
a support pin 30. A welded-in tube (not shown) to rein 
force the through apertures 27a could be provided, ap 
propriate saddles (not shown) are used to provide fixity 
and to distribute the load on the support pins 30. 
Near the ends of the support bridge 29 adjacent the 

columns are placed jack lift means 31 such as lift-slab 
jacks such as shown in U.S. Pat. Nos. 2,758,467 and 
3,201,088. Each separate lift means is vertically above 
the projecting lift attaching members 21 projecting 
from the slabs below. To attach the lift rods 32 depend 
ing from the jacks, lift fixtures which are detachably at 
tached to the slabs and detachably attached to each 
other are provided. 
A top lift fixture is generally indicated as 33. It has a 

cross head 33a of four welded together plates to form a 
box like member, square in cross section. The cross 
head 33a has vertically extending apertures 33b 
through each end to receive the two depending lift rods 
32 that are secured by a nut 32a or a quick release 
hinged type nut used on lift rods in lift-slab work. A de 
pending tension bar 33c is welded to the cross head 33a 
and it has a pair of lugs or bosses 33d welded to its op 
posite inner faces adjacent its lower end. An angle bar 
34 has its vertically extending web welded to the ten 
sion bar 33c adjacent the lugs 33d thereon and its verti 
cally extending web has apertures therethrough spaced 
to each side of the tension bar 33c to receive the 
threaded legs of the U-bolt lift attaching member 21 to 
which it is secured by nuts 21a. The transversely ex 
tending web or flange of the angle bar 34 projects into 
the formed recess 24 a in the top most ceiling slab for 
lift engagement to avoid interference at erection with 
wall lic. 
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6 
A second lift fixture is generally indicated as 35. It is 

made up of a pair of spaced apart tension bars 35a held 
spaced apart by a pair of spaced apart reinforcing cross 
pieces 35b welded thereto. A pair of lugs 35c is welded 
to the inside faces adjacent the top end of the spaced 
apart bars while another pair of lugs is welded to the in 
side faces adjacent the bottom end. Likewise an angle 
bar 36 is welded to the tension bar 35a adjacent its 
lower end and adjacent the lower pair of lugs 35d. The 
upper web of the angle bar is attached to the projecting 
threaded legs of the lift attaching member in ceiling 
slab 23 and its lower web is received in the recess 2.3a 
of the ceiling slab 23 for lift engagement. Referring to 
FIG. 5 it will be noted that the top pair of lugs 35c on 
second lift fixture 35 are spaced above the pair of lugs 
33d on the top lift fixture 33 so that the roof slab 24 is 
first lifted and its attached walls peeled-out. This spac 
ing is of the order of /2 to about % inches. 
A third lift fixture is generally indicated as 37. It is 

made up of a tension bar 37a that has a pair of lugs or 
bosses 37b welded to its opposite faces adjacent its top 
end. The tension bar 37a is slidably received between 
the spaced tension bars 35a on the lift fixture 35there 
above and the pair of lugs 37b are spaced above the 
lugs 35d on lift fixture 35 for like engagement as ex 
plained above for the top lift fixture 33 and the second 
lift fixture 35. At the lower end of the tension bar 37a 
and on its opposite faces is welded a pair of lugs 37c 
which are for engagement with a type of lift fixture 35 
that would be attached to a slab therebelow if a build 
ing with a greater number of stories was being built. 
Likewise another lift fixture like the second lift fixture 
35 would be required for the next below successive slab 
of such a larger building. An angle bar 38 has its verti 
cal web welded to the tension bar at the bars lower end 
and has apertures therethrough like the other lift fix 
tures to receive the extending threaded ends of the lift 
attaching member in slab 22. The transverse web of the 
angle bar 38 is received in the adjacent recess 22a for 
lift engagement with slab 22. 
Reference to FIG. 14a shows the slab and the wall W 

in their cast position with the lift pick up cable 16 
looped around reinforcing bars 17. The reinforcing 
bars 17 help position the cable but they are not neces 
sary for anchorage. The unique installation and cable 
path geometry avoids breaks and spauling of the con 
crete. At the start of the lift, see FIG. 14a, cable portion 
A pulls in such a direct line that there is no concrete 
spauling. After the wall W is swung outwardly by lifting 
of the slab S so that the wall angle passes approximately 
45° inclination, see FIG. 14b, cable portion B takes 
over and finishes the job with vertical pulling. Refer 
ence to FIG. 14b shows that a sealing sheet or sealing 
material 41 may be installed at the top edge of the wall 
to provide a seal in its load bearing contact with the 
slab portion thereabove. The sealing material may be a 
strip of polyurethane foam, a smear of asphalt or any 
suitable sealing material. As the wall swings into posi 
tion a certain amount of lateral alignment is required. 
The lift pick-up cable does not act as a hinge. 

In FIG. 15 there is shown the seismic reinforcement 
between walls and slabs. The ground floor slab 10 has 
formed therein vertically extending apertures 9 along 
its perimeter where it receives the bottom of the load 
bearing wall. The wall has an aperture 18, see FIG. 8, 
formed therein during casting and vertically aligned ap 
eratures 22b, 23b and 24b are formed in the respective 
slabs 22, 23 and 24. Reinforcing seismic rods 42 are in 
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stalled and grouted in position in the aligned apertures. 
Referring to FIG. 16 there is illustrated a form that a 

stabilizer 39, see FIG. 9, may take between an erecting 
column 27 and the adjacent lift attaching member 21 
projecting from the lifted slab 22 after the lifting fixture 
37 has been removed. A U-bolt 43 is slipped over the 
column 27 and its threaded legs receive a clamping 
piece 44 that is secured by nuts 45 received on this 
threaded legs. The clamping piece 44 has welded 
thereto threaded studs 46 spaced the same distance 
apart as the projecting threaded legs of the lift attach 
ing member 21. Turnbuckle members 47 secure the 
aligned threaded legs. The column 27 oppositely posi 
tioned has the same installation and by setting up of the 
respective turn-buckle members 47, the lifted slab 22 is 
set off and stabilizes the column 27 from slab 22 for a 
successive next lift of slab 23 there above all as more 
fully described hereinafter. 

LIFTING 

After the jacks 31 and their lifting rods 32 are in 
stalled and hooked up to control means such as a con 
sole, see for example U.S. Pat. No. 2,758,467, placed 
on the roof slab, the lifting can begin. The stack of slabs 
and their walls are peeled-out, i.e. the slabs and their 
walls are separated, see FIGS. 6 and 7. After the roof 
slab 24 is elevated say, for example with the lift fixtures 
described above, approximately 4 or % of an inch, the 
slack in the second lift fixture 35 is taken up and the 
second floor ceiling or roof slab 23 is lifted. Following 
this after lifting a fraction of an inch the second floor 
slab 22 is lifted, a sequence for limiting each fixture's 
load. Lifting then progresses at the normal rate and the 
first floor or story walls 11a, 12a, 13a and 14.a swing 
slowly outward as their tops are elevated by lifting with 
their multiple pick-up cables 16. The bottom edges of 
the walls slide without damage across the ground floor 
slab 10 laterally, see FIG. 8, unassisted by rollers or 
other devices almost to their final vertical position. The 
walls offer considerable friction along their length thus 
imparting additional stability to the lift. 
At the end of the first lift the walls are manually 

plumbed and laterally aligned. Manual means or tem 
porary pointed pins 48, see FIG. 8, are inserted in the 
apertures in the slab 22 aligned with the apertures 18 in 
the walls. This alignment is permitted because of the 
slack in the pick-up cables 16, see FIG. 14b. Before the 
stack is set down after the alignment of the walls the 
sealing material 41 as referred to above is installed. 
The entire stack is now set down on the erected first 

story. As a technique for temporarily parking the stack 
and to allow the lifting equipment to be relocated, see 
FIG. 9, and to prevent the slabs and walls from closing 
again, wedges 49 are inserted from slab-to-slab sub 
stantially over the load bearing walls. Since these slabs 
overhang the erected load bearing walls, this weight of 
the stack above is directly transmitted through the load 
bearing walls to the ground floor slab 10. 
The entire stack above is now supported by the com 

pleted first story load bearing walls and their ceiling 
slab, i.e., the second floor or story slab 22. The jacking 
means is disengaged by removing their continuously 
threaded lift rod attaching jack nuts if standard lift-slab 
jacking equipment is used. Using the winches 28, the 
bridges 29 and jacks 31 are lifted to the second station 
and the column support or shear pins 30 reinstalled at 
the next higher lift station. The lifting rods, attached to 
the top lift fixture 33, need no attention. The jacking 
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8 
nuts of the lift system are installed and their drive sys 
tem is adjusted. 
The lift fixtures designated by the reference number 

37, their job done, are removed and set aside for reuse. 
The slab 22 now in place is stable. Installation of the 
stabilizers 39 shown in FIG. 16 fix the columns 27, see 
FIG. 9, ready for the next lift. By making the initial lift 
on very short effective length columns and by stabiliz 
ing the columns higher up as the building gains height, 
as referred to above, bracing, guying and deadmen are 
eliminated. 
The jacks 31 through their control console and con 

nections (not shown) are actuated until the second slab 
23 is in place, and the load bearing second story walls 
11b are resting on the second floor slab or first floor 
ceiling slab 22. Again, see FIG. 11, the stack (roof slab 
24 and third story walls 11c) are lowered onto the fixed 
third story floor slab 23 on wedges 49 already in place 
from the previous lift. The jacks are unloaded and dis 
connected. The lift fixtures 35 are removed and set 
aside for further usuage and the columns stabilized as 
necessary. The bridge 29 and jacks 3 are hoisted into 
the final lift position and secured for stability. The roof 
slab 24 is lifted, see FIG. 12, as the attached third story 
walls 11c become substantially self-erecting. 
This completes this building unit, see FIG. 13. The 

casting and lifting sequence would merely be repeated 
for units having additional floors. The lifting equip 
ment, columns, bridges, jacks, lifting rods, lift fixtures, 
wedges, stabilizing clamps, etc., are moved on to erect 
the next building unit. 
The narrow voids in the walls are closed with the con 

ventional precast panels such as shown in stacks 25 and 
26 in FIG. 3 as referred to above. Steel reinforcing 
bars, see FIG. 15, are placed in the aligned vertical ap 
ertures or ducts 18 in the walls and vertical apertures in 
the floor slabs and grouted in to complete the vertical 
continuity and integrity of the structure. The building is 
finished in conventional manner. 
What is claimed is: 
1. The method of erecting single or multiple story 

concrete columnless buildings which comprises the 
steps of: 
forming a permanent base for a building to be 

erected, said base forming a first casting bed; 
pouring a first set of load supporting, downwardly 
swingable wall panels in a generally horizontal po 
sition on said first casting bed; 

filling any voids in or between said wall panels to pro 
vide a second casting bed; 

pouring a first floor slab in horizontal position on said 
second casting bed; 

securing lift attaching members to the periphery of 
said first floor slab; 

attaching said first set of wall panels to said first floor 
slab by securing spaced apart, flexible pick-up ca 
bles across a pivot line between each said wall 
panel and said floor slab; 

pouring alternating additional sets of wall panels and 
floor slabs one above the other in layers with each 
layer utilizing the preceding layer as a casting bed, 
securing lift attaching members to each of said 
floor slabs and attaching each set of wall panels to 
its corresponding floor slab to form a stack of said 
wall panels and floor slabs corresponding to the 
stories of the building; 

erecting pairs of spaced columns exteriorly of said 
base and adjacent said lift attaching members, said 
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columns being slightly greater in height than the 
height of the erected building; 

movably supporting a bridge member between each 
said pair of columns, each of said bridge members 
extending over said stack of wall panels and floor 5 
slabs and carrying lift means adjacent each column; 

attaching lift fixtures to said lift attaching members 
on said floor slabs; 

connecting said lift fixtures to said lift means; 
actuating said lift means to raise said stack whereby 
each of the wall panels in said first set of wall pan 
els Swing downwardly on said pick-up cables about 
said pivot lines to a vertical, load supporting posi 
tion; 

lowering said stack to support said first floor slab and 
said stack on said downwardly swung walls; 

disconnecting said lift fixtures from the lift attaching 
members on said first floor slab, disengaging said 
lift means, and raising said bridges on said columns 
the height of an additional story; 

engaging said lift means with said lift fixtures, and re 
petitively and alternately raising said stack to allow 
succeeding sets of wall panels to swing into posi 
tion, and raising said bridges and lift means to peel is 
out successive layers of said wall panels and floor 
slabs to erect each additional story of said building; 
and 

dismantling and removing said bridge members and 
columns after said building has been erected. 30 

2. In the method of claim 1 the further step of con 
necting stabilizing means between each said column 
and each floor slab once the floor slab has been posi 
tioned atop a corresponding set of downwardly swung 
wall panels, said stabilization providing short effective 35 
working length columns during said lifting. 
3. In the method of claim 1 the further steps of pro 

viding aligned vertical apertures in each of said wall 
panels and corresponding apertures in said floor slabs, 
and inserting and grouting reinforcing bars in said aper- 40 
tures once said building is erected. 

4. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of attach 
ing said lift fixtures to said lift attaching members in 
cludes the step of interconnecting said lift fixtures to 
one another with slight vertical freedom so that as said 45 
stack is initially lifted said lift fixtures cause each said 
set of wall panels and floor slabs to separate slightly 
while still at ground level, whereby the connections of 
all of said wall panels to said floor slabs and the connec 
tion of all of said floor slabs to said lift means may be 50 
checked prior to further lifting of said stack. 

5. In the method of claim 4, the further step of insert 
ing vertically disposed multiple wedge means between 
said floor slabs after said initial lifting to prevent said 
wall panels and said floor slabs from returning to their 55 
cast position upon said disengagement of said lift 
means from said lift fixtures. 

6. In the method of claim 1 wherein the steps of at 
taching said wall panels to their corresponding floor 
slabs comprises securing diverging double-stranded 60 
pick-up cables between the wall panels and the floor 
slabs, said strands converging at the pivot lines so that 
the weight of each wall panel is transferred from one to 
the other strand of each of its pick-up cables as the wall 
panels swing toward the vertical, said cables permitting 65 
said panels to spaul along said pivot lines to compen 
sate for slight pivot line misalignment or for slab deflec 
tion. 
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7. The method of erecting single or multiple story 

concrete columnless buildings which comprises the 
steps of: 
forming in situ a permanent first floor slab for a 
building to be erected, said first floor slab forming 
a first casting bed; 

pouring a first set of load supporting, downwardly 
swingable wall panels in a generally horizontal po 
sition on said first casting bed and embedding por 
tions of spaced apart flexible pick-up cables across 
the periphery pivot line of said first set of wall pan 
els, said wall panels representing substantial por 
tions of at least two pairs of walls approximately at 
right angles to each other; 

filling any voids in or between said wall panels to pro 
vide a second casting bed; 

pouring a second floor slab in horizontal position on 
said second casting bed, completing the attach 
ment of said first set of wall panels to said second 
floor slab by securing said flexible pick-up cables 
across said pivot line between each said wall panel 
and said second floor slab; 

pouring alternating additional sets of wall panels and 
floor slabs one above the other in layers with each 
layer utilizing the preceding layer as a casting bed, 
each said set of wall panels being attached to its 
corresponding above floor slab to form a stack of 
said wall panels and floor slabs corresponding to 
the stories of building; 

allowing the concrete to cure to acceptable strength; 
securing lift attaching members to the periphery of 
an uppermost one of said floor slabs and to each 
said floor slabs in sequence; 

erecting pairs of spaced columns exteriorly posi 
tioned to said first floor slab and adjacent said lift 
attaching members, said columns being slightly 
greater in height than the height of the erected 
building; 

supporting one floor height above the poured stack a 
movable bridge member between each said pair of 
columns, each of said bridge members extending 
over said stack of wall panels and floor slabs and 
carrying lift means adjacent to each column; 

attaching lift fixtures to said lift attaching members; 
connecting said lift fixtures to said lift means; 
actuating said lift means to raise said stack whereby 
each of said two pairs of wall panels at approxi 
mately right angles to each other in said first set of 
wall panels swing downwardly on said pick-up 
cable about said pivot lines to a near vertical posi 
tion; 

plumbing the nearly vertical walls by laterally posi 
tioning the bottoms of said walls into a load sup 
porting laterally stable structure; 

lowering said stack to support said second floor slab 
and said above stack on said downwardly swung 
plumbed walls; 

disconnecting said second floor slab lift fixtures from 
the above lift fixtures, disengaging said lift means, 
and raising and securing said bridges on said col 
umns the height of an additional story; 

engaging said lift means with said remaining lift at 
taching members, and repetitively and alternately 
raising said stack to allow succeeding sets of wall 
panels to swing into near vertical position, plumb 
ing said wall panels and securing said bridges and 
lift means to erect each additional story of said 
building; and 
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dismanteling and removing said bridge members and 
columns after said building has been erected. 
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